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ABSTRACT

A new approach to phoneme-by-phoneme reco-

gnition and semantic interpretation of mul—

ti-speaker speech is proposed. The appro—

ach is based on a constructive (C) repre-

sentation of complex speech signals with

hierarchic (H) structure of speech pat-

terns (signals, microphonemes, phonemes,
diphones, syllables, words, sentences, co-

mmunicated senses). The recognition and

semantic interpretation reside in compo-

Bing (C) for a given speech signal and sub—
sequent parsing of such complex speech pat-

tern that is consistent with all levels of

the hierarchy and is the most similar in

some sense to the one to be recogniZed.

The guided composition and subsequent par-

51n8 of this complex speech signal are re-

alized by means of dynamic programming

(DP). Some examples of solved problems

are listed.

SPEECH PATTERN HIERARCHY AND MATHEMATICAL

MODELS OF SEGMENTS

The HCDP-method integrates the approved

Principles of speech information decoding

and Processing and generalizes the GDP-me-

thOd /1/, /2/. /3/. The hierarchic princi-

ple Presumes the hierarchy of the patterns.

The BPeech signals are discribed by sequen-

Ces 0f observable elements-vectors xi: X1:

=(x1. x2,..., xi,..., x1), where l is a

length of the speech signal in uniform or

QHESieuniform discrete time with spacing

(mean spacing) of 15 ms for instance. The
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subsequencesof the elements Xm= (xm+1,

'xm+2,..., xn ) being named segments are in-

terpreted as the speech patterns or more

precisely as the realisations of first-

level speech patterns (the microphonemes,

phonemes, diphones, or syllables). In this

case Kin is considered as the first-level

segment. Sets of the signals a for the

first-level patterns 31 are specified by

distributions p(a/j1). J16 J1, where J1

is an alphabet of the first—level patterns.

The second-level speech patterns 32 are

specified by the transcriptions in the al-

phabet of the first-level patterns: 32:

'3 (31: 3290--’ 35,000: jq(32))g Where

Q(j 2) is the length of the transcription

of the pattern 3 26 J2, J2 is the alphabet

of the second—level patterns. The second-

level segments correspond to the second—le—

vel patterns and are composed (the composi-

tion (0)) of the first—level segments by

merging them into the sequences in confor-

mity with the second-level pattern transc-

ription. For instance if the microphonemes

or phonemes are the first—level patterns

then the phonemes or diphones (syllables)

can be the second-level patterns corresponr

dingly.

The patterns and segments at the next hie—

rarchic levels (the syllables, words, sen-

tences, communicated senses) are defined

similarly. Let aréJr . Jr= (31" . 32‘1".-
, js- ,,,,, jr-jr))’ p(a/jr ) be the r-1e_

vel pattern from the alphabet Jr , the tran-

scription of the pattern fir and the proba—

bility of the r—level segment a under
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the condition of the pattern Jr correspon-

dingly. The top—level patterns in the his—

rarchy - the communicated sense from a gi-

ven finite set of senses - are specified

by a canonical form and a formal constrac—

tion being named a directed semantic net-

work and sense types and sentence types

/2/, /3/. While forwarding to publications

/2/. /3/ for the details let us concentra-

te attention on a fact that the top-level

hierarchic patterns - the communicated sen

se - are specified actually by a list of

the sentences that express the same sense.

But this specification is realized by some

memory-saving means instead of direct enu-

meration. From this more accurate defini-

tion it also follows that the relevel pat-

tern is not obligatory expressed with one

transcription in the alphabet of the (r-1)-

level patterns and there can be several or

even many such transcriptions.

Constructive (C1) nature of the model mani—

fests in expressing the probabilities of

the segments a under the condition Of the

r—th pattern p(a/jr) as products of the

probabilities of the corresponded to the

transcription 3r segments under the condi-

tion of the patterns of the previous (r-1)-

th level:

q(3r)

pew/31“) {—1 pcgn
8:1

where 111s are bounds of the (r-1)-level seg-

ments: m°=m, ms_1<ms, mq(jr) = n. Thus

the probability of the observed (to be re-

cognized) signal X1 = X01 under the condi-

tion of the top-level hierarchic pattern

Re JR, JR is the alphabet of the top-level

hierarchio patterns, takes a form of the

product of the-corresponding segment proba-

bilities under the condition of the first-

level patterns:

q(a’R )

p(x°1/3R> =]f"1 p(xm
521 s--1m8/

In the expression (2) §(jR) is a number of

mg") , (1)
s--1ms/

. (2)
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the first-level patterns from the sequence

of which the top-level hierarchic pattern

JR is composed, no a 0,ms-_1<ms, m-"RU )a

a l are the bounds of the first-level seg-

ments.

To describe (specify) the mathematical mo-

del of the speech signals and to use it

then for solving the speech recognition

problems there is obviously sufficient to

give the transcriptions of the patterns at

all levels of the hierarchy with the seg-

ment distributions under the condition of

all first-level hierarchic patterns

P(a/J1), 31‘ J1. These distributions are

specified for every possible segment length

n—m that takes generally different values

for the different patterns j 6 J1.

In line with the expression (1) it may se-

em that the segments of the speech signal

are considered as mutually independent ones.

In reality it follows just from the expres-

sion (1) as well as (2) that there is a

strong deterministic dependence of the seg-

ments in the sequences that is manifested

in constraints on the pattern order in the

sequences, i.e. is expressed in the transc-

riptions of the patterns at all levels of

the hierarchy.

RECOGNITION CRITERION AND METHOD

By using the maximal likelihood method let

us classify the signal X1 to be recognize

as such top-level hierarchic speech pattern

that the acceptable for the subject field

sequence of the first-level patterns that

is composed by the transcriptions in accor-

dance with the pattern hierarchy will in-

duce on x1 such first-level segmentation

for which the likelihood expression reaches

an absolute maximum:

as")

{male—.11 “x”
The expression (3) presumes the exhaustive

search through all pattern transcriptions

maps)
s—_1m33R(X1)‘afigm§§
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if the patterns are specified not by one

MbyWmueuwmnmmm.

The recognition criterion (3) determines

top-down and down-top analysis of the sig-

nal X1 simultaneously. It is important that

by solving the problem (3) one receives a

consistent with all hierarchic levels inter-

pretation referring if necessary to the seg-

ment borders of all—level hierarchic patterns

being contained in the analizing signal.

By analizing the expression (3) and taking

account of a fact that the borders of the

r-level segments unconditionally coincide

with the borders of certain (r-1)-leve1 seg-

ments one concludes that the exhaustive se-

arch to maximize the expression (3) can be

avoided and the solution can be found by

the Bellman's optimality principle with help

of the dynamic programming. For computation

it is more convenient to use a logarithm of

the likelihood. The expression (3) is tran-

sformed into

q)
JR(X1)=argmax max 1n p(XmM

3R6 JR ms) 5:1

The constructivity (02) of the HCDP-method

is just in referencing the effective method

t0 maximize (4) for the segment borders

{ms} and all-level hierarchic patterns - in

‘151113 the dynamic programming (DP) for the-

as goals.

To afford the constructivity CZ one needs

the constructive (C3) techniques to specify

the hierarchy of the patterns and their

transcriptions and the constructive (C4) me-

“he to describe the distributions p(a/J1).

311(«1 under the condition of the first-le-

Vel Patterns for every possible segment

length, Let us consider the realization of

the construetivity principles with the par-

ticular examples from /2/. /3/.

#3 ) (4)

MICROPHONEMIc RECOGNITION AND SEMANTIC

INTERPRETATION

The first level of the hierarchy is the mic-

r°Phonemes (parts of the phonemes). The mic-
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rophoneme 31 is specified by one or more

standard elements being denoted by e(31)

and having more frequently the same physi-

cal nature as the observed speech elements.

The distribution of the segment Xm1under

the condition of the microphoneme J1 is de-

fined by the relationship:

can. 3‘) = 1n pun/3‘1) =-

sin ln p(x1/e(J1))- En 3(xiee(31))»

i=m+1 i=m+1 (5 )

where the segment length satisfies the

condition

Tmin(;j1) 4 mm < q‘) . V (5)

In accordance with (5)-(6) one considers

the quantity g(xi,e(31)) as an elementary

measure of similarity between the observed

element1xi and standard element e(j1), and

c(xmn,j1) as the similarity between the

segment Km and the first-level pattern 31

such that the latter itself is the statio-

nary segment being composed of one element

e(j1) that is replicated n-m times to quo-

te the constraints (6). The number of the

microphonemes 31(J‘ is 128. 256, 512, but

not greater than 1024.

The second level of the hierarchy is the

words that are specified by one or more so-

called acoustic or Q—transcriptions - the

sequences that are composed of the first-

level patterns /2/. /3/.

The third level of the hierarchy is the ar—

bitrary word sequences being composed of

the free-ordered words from a selected vo-

cabulary. The fourth level is the allowa-

ble sentences of the subject field that

are specified by the sentence types, or

sence types. or directed semantic network

/2/. /3/. The fifth level is a canonic

form of the communicated sense.

By restricting to the first two or three

levels a system is obtained to recognize

correspondingly the words or continuous

speech that is composed of the words from

the chosen vocabulary.
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PHONEME-BY—PHONEME (DIPHONIC) RECOGNITION

AND SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION

The diphonic model of speech signal genera-

tion /2/, /3/ is a good compromise reflec-

ting dynamic properties of the speech sig-

nals and realizing the phonemeness princi-

ple in the recognition. Let us insert in

the hierarchic model being dealt in the pre-

vious section an additional level — the le-

vel of the diphones that takes an interme—

diate place between the level of the micro-

phonemes and the level of the words. The

diphonic word transcriptions are evidently

defined by their phonetic transcriptions

in a unique manner. The obtained six-level

speech recognition and semantic interpreta-

tion system is realized the phoneme-by-pho-

neme recognition principle more evidently.

ZERO LEVEL OF THE HIERARCHY - MULTIDIMEN-

SIGNAL (VECTOR) QUANTIZATION

The constructivity (CS) of the HCDP—method

is in using the principle of the vector

quantization of the speech signals, i.e.

in inserting the zero-level hierarchic pat-

terns where the observed sequences X1=(x1,

x2....,xi,...,xl) from the vectors-elements

x6 are replaced by the sequences Il=(j?,

32,...,3$,...,jg) from vectors-scalars jg:

=J°(xi)z each observed element-vector x

is replaced by a number of a domain 3: =

sj°(xi) to which the observed element x1
belongain the multidimensional space of

the signals x, j°€ J°, where J° is the al-
phabet of the zero-level patterns.

The introduction of the zero-level patterns

allows to go over from an investigation of

the relationships in the vector sequences

to the investigation of the relationships

in the sequences of the scalars. Now one

ought to substitute the distributions

Inge/31>, 3‘6 J‘. Where Insights-n
,jn) for the distributions p(a/J ) in the

formulas (1)-(5). Then in line with the
principle C4 one should point out the cons-

410

tructive principles of specifying the dis-

tribitions p(Imn/j1) for the allowable va-
lues of n-m. The first group is the methods

based on a tabular specification of the di-

stributions p(Imn/j1), on an effective sto-

ring these distributions in the networks,

or simply on storing the encountered values

I under the condition of the pattern

j 6 J1. In the second group there are the

methods based on an approximation of the di-

stributions p(Imn/j1) with help of simple
expressions and on usage of the formulas

that are analogous with (5). One example:

n

p(Imn/j1)=l [peg/31) or a<Imn.a'1)=
i=m+1

Here the distributionsn

= 2 1n P(j:/j1). p(Imn/j1) are specified

i=m+1 by the tables of Pq *

IJ” numbers p(j°/j1).

LEARNING TO RECOGNITION AND MULTI-SPEAKER-

NESS

The necessary knowledge base - such a prio-

ri data as the pattern hierarchy, subject

field, syntax, semantics, vocabularfi alpha-
bets and transcriptions of the upper-level

patterns - is prepared beforehand by a cre-

ator of the speech signal recognition sys-

tems. The remained undefined data (the al-

phabets of the lower-level patterns, the

corresponding transcriptions of the lower;

level patterns, the distributions p(a/3 )

or p(Imn/j1) for all first-level hierarchic

patterns) are computed in a learning-to-re-

cognition mode from a multi—speaker lear—

ning set.
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expressions and on usage of the formulas

that are analogous with (5). One example:

n

p(Imn/j1)=l [peg/31) or a<Imn.a'1)=
i=m+1

Here the distributionsn

= 2 1n P(j:/j1). p(Imn/j1) are specified

i=m+1 by the tables of Pq *

IJ” numbers p(j°/j1).

LEARNING TO RECOGNITION AND MULTI-SPEAKER-

NESS

The necessary knowledge base - such a prio-

ri data as the pattern hierarchy, subject

field, syntax, semantics, vocabularfi alpha-
bets and transcriptions of the upper-level

patterns - is prepared beforehand by a cre-

ator of the speech signal recognition sys-

tems. The remained undefined data (the al-

phabets of the lower-level patterns, the

corresponding transcriptions of the lower;

level patterns, the distributions p(a/3 )

or p(Imn/j1) for all first-level hierarchic

patterns) are computed in a learning-to-re-

cognition mode from a multi—speaker lear—

ning set.
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